Meeting of SHE board December 13, 2017

Present
  Helene Mancuso
  Ryan McPherson
  Audra Morrison
  Sarah Beth Nelson
  Charles Temple

Absent
  Diane Ketelle

Called to order 1:05pm Eastern

Website
  ● Needs updating
  ● SB make factual updates
  ● Member list
  ● Update front page -
    ○ Testimonials/descriptions of what we do?
    ○ Special issue of SSS (photo of journal)
  ● Update mission statement
  ● Mentorship as part of member’s only portion
    ○ Rubric/guidelines for mentorship
    ○ Model for NSN
  ● Syllabi/resources
    ○ Add Brian Sturm syllabus
    ○ Change names on entries
  ● Copyright issues?
    ○ Page that lists syllabi “unless expressed in document, copyrights retained by author”
    ○ Look up Creative Commons language

Preconference
  ● Presenters
    ○ Skills Commons
    ○ Brian Sturm
  ● Theme: Social Justice

Mission and purpose
  ● Current mission plus (and add “supportive community”)  
    ○ Facilitate Storytelling in the the classroom as an educational strategy
○ Facilitate storytelling in workforce development to ease the transition from education to work
○ Formalize a way to increase grant funding for educational and career training programs.
○ Facilitate storytelling in college curriculum
○ Provide networking for colleagues in higher educational storytelling
○ Create a repository

● Purpose: is to create a supportive community within the auspice of Higher Education that fosters using story as a vehicle to individual and programmatic success.
  ○ Growing the Membership
  ○ Professional organizations?
  ○ StoryLabs
  ○ Confirmed January 18 3pm. Nicolette van der Lee- Program Coordinator
  ○ Office of Continuing Education & Training
  ○ University of Hawaii Maui College

Next SHE Storylab January 18, 3pm Eastern